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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a robust minimum mean square error (MMSE) based beamforming
technique for multiantenna relay broadcast channels, where a multi-antenna base station transmits signal
to single antenna users with the help of a multiantenna relay. The signal transmission from the base
station to the single antenna users is completed in two time slots, where the relay receives the signal from
the base station in the first time slot and it then forwards the received signal to different users based
on amplify and forward (AF) protocol. We propose a robust beamforming technique for sum-power
minimization problem with imperfect channel state information (CSI) between the relay and the users.
This robust scheme is developed based on the worst-case optimization framework and Nemirovski
Lemma by incorporating uncertainties in the CSI. The original optimization problem is divided into
three subproblems due to joint non-convexity in terms of beamforming vectors at the base station, the
relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients. These subproblems are formulated into a convex
optimization framework by exploiting Nemirovski Lemma, and an iterative algorithm is developed by
alternatively optimizing each of them with channel uncertainties. In addition, we provide an optimization
framework to evaluate the achievable worst-case mean square error (MSE) of each user for a given set of
design parameters. Simulation results are provided to validate the convergence of the proposed algorithm.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The energy and spectral efficiencies are two important goals in the design of wireless networks.
Wireless relay is considered to be an enabling technology for achieving these goals. For example,
in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Advanced systems, incorporation of relays has been proposed to
increase data rate at the cell edges by improving the received signal-to-interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) [1]. These relays enhance the quality of the wireless links influenced by multipath
fading, shadowing, and path loss. Hence, relays have the potential to support the required quality
of services (QoSs) at the destination by mitigating co-channel interference and improving the
reliability of the links between the sources and destinations, while facilitating a better frequency
re-usage and lower energy consumption [2].
A significant amount of research has been focused on amplify and forward (AF) based
relay networks due to the benefits of their low complexity, less processing time, and easy
implementation [3]- [9]. In [3], an optimal relay matrix design was proposed for an AF based
single user MIMO multiantenna relay network. In an AF multihop relay network, a sum-rate
duality was established between broadcast channel and multiple access channel with total power
constraint and individual power constraints in [4], [5]. In [6], SINR based uplink-downlink
duality was derived for a multihop AF based MIMO relay network. In [10], the majorization
theory was exploited for the design of linear AF relay and source precoding matrices in an
MIMO relay network. Later, a low complexity based linear and non-linear transceiver designs
were proposed in [7], [11], [12]. Moreover, relay matrix design and power allocation techniques
based on QoS requirements were investigated for an AF two-hop MIMO relay network in
[11], [13]. In [14], beamforming vectors and relay amplification matrix were designed for
a multiantenna relay broadcast channel to satisfy SINR target for each user. In [32], linear
beamforming design has been considered for both uplink and downlink scenarios in AF relaying
cellular networks based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) criteria, where novel iterative
algorithms have been proposed to reveal their relationships with the existing conventional MIMO
or multiuser beamforming designs. A unified framework for linear MMSE transceiver design
has been presented for multiple MIMO system based on quadratic matrix programming in
[31]. In [15], different algorithms were developed to solve MMSE based designs by exploiting
convex optimization techniques and general mean square error (MSE) duality. Recently, a unified
3approach has been developed for precoder, equalizer, training sequences and radar waveform
design in MIMO system based on matrix-monotonic optimization framework in [33], where the
original matrix-variable optimization problems are simplified into vector variables ones based
on the optimal structure.
A. Related work: MSE based Robust Designs
In most existing works, the required of QoS was satisfied for each user through AF based
relays. This scenario may arise in a network having users with delay intolerant real-time services
(real-time users), where the required QoS should be provided all the time. In order to provide
the required QoSs, it is necessary to have the perfect channel state information (CSI) in a
node, where optimization is implemented. In these QoS based designs, the perfect CSI was
assumed in the optimizing node. In general, it is difficult to have the perfect CSI at the design
nodes due to the channel estimation and quantization errors. Moreover, the designs implemented
without considering the uncertainties will not be able to provide the required QoS for each
user. To deal with these uncertainties, robust optimization is a well known approach, where
the uncertainties are incorporated into the designs [16]–[20]. In [34], a joint robust design of
linear relay forwarding matrix and equalizer at the destination is proposed based on Bayesian
framework for dual-hop AF MIMO-OFDM relay systems, whereas robust design with Gaussian
random channel uncertainties is investigated for dual-hop AF MIMO relay system in [35]. Then,
this robust approach has been extended with Tomlinson-Harashima precoding for multi-hop AF
MIMO relay systems in [30]. On the other hand, a general robust linear transceiver design has
been proposed for multi-hop AF MIMO relaying system in [29], where different MSE based
designs are unified into one matrix-variate optimization framework through majorization theory
and matrix-monotone functions. In [36], an iterative algorithm based on alternate optimization
approach has been proposed for an AF MIMO relay channel with direct link. A statistically
robust design has been presented for linear AF MIMO relays for two imperfect CSI scenarios in
[37], whereas this approach has been extended for the same network with a direct link in [38]. In
[39], a robust joint relay precoder and destination receive filters design has been considered for
an AF relay network with two models of CSI error, namely, stochastic and norm-bounded errors.
A robust linear beamforming design has been presented for a point to point MIMO relay system
for the same uncertainty models in [41] and extended for norm bounded error model with direct
4link in [42]. In [43], a robust transceiver design has been investigated for downlink multiuser
MIMO AF relay system, where sum MSE and transmit power minimization problems have been
solved through iterative approach. Here, we extend our previous work on a multiantenna relay
broadcast channel by incorporating the channel uncertainties between the multiantenna relay and
users [15]. This robust scheme will ensure that the required QoSs will be provided to each user
regardless of the errors associated with the channels.
In this paper, we consider a multiantenna relay network as shown in Fig. 1, where the base
station equipped with multiple antennas communicates with a number of single antenna users
through a multiantenna relay. In this network, the base station transmits signal to a multiantenna
relay in the first time-slot and the relay then forwards the received signal to different users in
the second time-slot based on an AF protocol. The perfect CSI between the base station and the
relay is available at the relay where the optimization is implemented. However, the relay has the
imperfect CSI between the relay and the users. In this scenario, we solve the following robust
optimization problem to provide the required QoS for each user.
We first formulate the optimization problem to minimize the total transmission power at the
base station and the relay to achieve a predefined MSE threshold for each user. In order to satisfy
the required MSE of each user, the design should incorporate the associated channel uncertainties
between the relay and the users. This optimization problem with the imperfect CSI is not jointly
convex in terms beamformers, relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients. Hence, it
is difficult to find the globally optimal solution by incorporating the channel uncertainties.
In order to circumvent this non-convexity issue, we divide the original problem into three
subproblems. We then formulate each subproblem into a convex optimization framework by
exploiting Nemirovski Lemma and incorporating imperfect CSI. Based on these subproblems,
we develop an iterative robust sum-power minimization algorithm to satisfy the required MSE
of each user regardless of the errors associated with the channels, where each design variable is
optimized while the rest of the two variables are fixed. This optimization framework is developed
based on the worst-case MSE of the users. The same problem has been solved in [43]. However,
authors were not aware of this work, when this problem is independently solved by exploiting
Nemirovski Lemma [27] to incorporate channel uncertainties in our previous work [15]. In
addition, to validate the robustness of the proposed algorithm for all set of possible errors, we
propose an optimization approach to obtain the achievable worst-case MSE of each user for a
5given set of design parameters. This worst-case MSE evaluation ensures that the target MSE
of each user is satisfied all the time regardless of the channel uncertainties that has not been
considered in [43].
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. The system model is described in Section
II. The robust sum-power minimization problem is solved in Section III. Section IV provides
the simulation results to validate the performance of the proposed robust scheme, followed by
the conclusions in Section V.
The major notations used in this paper are defined as follows. We use the upper case boldface
letters for matrices and lower case boldface letters for vectors. ()T , () and ()H denote the
transpose, conjugate, and conjugate transpose, respectively. Tr() and Efg stand for the trace
of a matrix and the statistical expectation for a random variable. Vec(A) is the vector obtained
by stacking the columns of A on top of one another, and 
 is the Kronecker product. A  0
indicates that A is a positive semidefinite matrix, and A  B represents A B  0, i.e., A B
is a positive semidefinite matrix. I and () 1 denote the identity matrix with an appropriate size
and the inverse of a matrix, respectively. kk2 represents the Euclidean norm of a matrix. j  j and
<fg stand for the absolute value and real part of a complex number, respectively. The notation
diagfg represents a vector that consists of the diagonal elements of a matrix or a diagonal
matrix, where the diagonal elements are from a vector. The notation K denotes the following
generalized inequality: 24 a
b
35 K 0() kbk2  a:
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider a multiantenna relay network as shown in Fig. 1, where a base station
communicates with K single antenna users through a multiantenna relay. It is assumed that the
base station and the relay are equipped with NT and NR antennas, respectively. In a multiantenna
AF relay network, the maximum number of users to support is limited to minfNT ; NRg and
therefore the number of users are assumed to be K  minfNT ; NRg [44]. The transmitted signal
6from the base station in the first time slot can be written as
x =
KX
k=1
~wksk; (1)
where ~wk and sk(Efjskj2g = 1) are the beamforming vector and the transmitted symbol for the
kth user, respectively. The required transmission power at the base station is
PT = Tr

~W ~WH
	
; (2)
where ~W = [~w1    ~wK ]. The received signal at the relay can be written as
yr = H0x+ nr; (3)
where H0 2 CNRNT is the MIMO channel from the base station to the relay, and nr is the noise
vector at the relay with zero-mean and covariance matrix 2I. The relay forwards the received
signal to the users based on AF technique in the second time slot. The power consumed at the
relay is
PR = Tr

E

xrx
H
r
		
= Tr

F
 
H0 ~W ~W
HHH0 + 
2I

FH
	
;
(4)
where xr is the transmitted signal from the relay, and it can be written as
xr = Fyr; (5)
where F 2 CNRNR is the relay amplification matrix. The total transmission power at the base
station and relay can be written as
PT + PR=Tr

~W ~WH
	
+ Tr

F
 
H0 ~W ~W
HHH0 + 
2I

FH
	
(6)
=Tr

~WH
 
I+HH0 F
HFH0

~W
	
+ 2Tr

FFH
	
(7)
=
KX
i=1
(HH0 FHFH0 + I)1=2 ~wi22 + 2TrFFH	 (8)
7The MSE at the kth user can be written as
"k = E
js^k   skj2	 = E (s^k   sk) (s^k   sk) 	
=
h
ak

hHk FH0 ~Ws+ h
H
k Fnr + nk

  sk
i h
ak

hHk FH0 ~Ws+ h
H
k Fnr + nk

  sk
i
= 1  2< akhHk FH0 ~wk+ akhHk F H0 ~W ~WHHH0 + 2IFHhkak + akak2k;
(9)
where s^k and ak are the estimated signal and the receiver coefficient at the kth user, respectively.
hk denotes the channel between the relay station and the kth user, whereas 2k is the noise variance
at the kth user.
III. SUM-POWER MINIMIZATION WITH IMPERFECT CSI
In this section, the designs of the beamforming vectors at the base station, the relay amplifi-
cation matrix and receiver coefficients are formulated into a sum-power minimization problem,
where total transmission power required at the base station and the relay is minimized, while
achieving the maximum tolerable MSE at each user. This sum-power minimization problem can
be written as
min
~W;F;a
PT + PR
s.t. "k  k; k = 1;    ; K;
(10)
where k is the MSE threshold of the kth user, and a consists of all receiver coefficients, i.e.,
a = [a1    aK ]T . The sum-power minimization problem defined in (10) is not jointly convex
in terms of ~W;F; a. Hence, it is difficult to find a globally optimal solution for this problem.
Therefore, the original problem in (10) is divided into two subproblems, where the beamforming
vectors and the relay amplification matrix are successively optimized using convex optimization
techniques in [15].
In [15], it was assumed that the multiantenna relay has the perfect CSI between the relay
and the users. However, there are practical difficulties to have these CSI at the transmitter due
to the channel estimation and quantization errors. Therefore, we consider a robust optimization
approach based on the worst-case MSE of the user, where the channel uncertainties between the
multiantenna relay and the users are taken into account in the optimization framework, since
the optimization is performed at the multiantenna relay. Note that this robust design can be
8extended to incorporate the channel uncertainties between the base station and multiantenna
relay by ignoring the high order error terms (i.e., the second order error terms). However, the
robust approach developed in this work incorporates only the channel uncertainties between the
multiantenna relay and the users. The required QoS of the users might not be satisfied all the time
due to these channel uncertainties. This scenario could arise in a network, where the users employ
delay intolerant real-time services (real-time users), and these users’ MSEs should not exceed
certain thresholds all the time. Hence, the uncertainties in the channels should be incorporated
into the optimization framework to satisfy the require QoS. In this work, we show that these
robust optimization problems can be divided into subproblems, which can be formulated into a
convex optimization framework by incorporating the channel uncertainties.
A. Channel Uncertainty Model
Here, we model the imperfect CSI based on the deterministic models [16], [18], [19]. The
actual channels between the relay and the single-antenna users can be modeled as follows:
hk = hk +k; k = 1;    ; K; (11)
where hk, hk, and k are the true channel, the channel with the error at the relay, and the error
associated with the channel of the kth user, respectively. It is assumed that the Euclidean norms
of channel errors are bounded by a set of thresholds, which are available at the relay. These
channel errors can be expressed as
kkk2  k; k = 1;    ; K;
Bk =

hk
 khk   hkk  k	 ; k = 1;    ; K; (12)
where k is the bounded threshold of the channel of the kth user from the relay, and Bk is the
set containing all possible sets of channel errors. The robust optimization techniques based on
these channel error models have been studied in [18], [19], [21]–[24].
B. Robust Sum-Power Minimization
In this subsection, the robust sum-power minimization problem is formulated to satisfy the
required MSEs of all users by incorporating the channel uncertainties between the multiantenna
9relay and the users. The MSE of the kth user can be written as
"
(e)
k = 1  2<

ak(hk+k)
HFH0 ~wk

+ ak(hk+k)
HG(hk+k)a

k + aka

k
2
k; (13)
where k is the channel error associated with the channel hk, and
G =
h
FH0 ~W ~W
HHH0 F
H + 2FFH
i
: (14)
The robust sum-power minimization can be formulated by taking into account the channel
uncertainties as
min
~W;F;a
PT + PR;
s.t. "(e)k  k; k = 1;    ; K;
kkk2  k; k = 1;    ; K;
(15)
where a = [a1 a2    aK ]. The solution of the problem in (15) should satisfy the target MSEs
(i.e., k; k = 1;    ; K) of all users, regardless of the errors associated with the corresponding
channels.
In addition, this optimization problem is not jointly convex in ~W;F, and a due to the non-
convex objective function and the constraints. Hence, it is difficult to find a global optimal
solution for this problem. In order to circumvent this non-convexity issue, the original problem
in (15) is divided into three subproblems, where the beamforming vectors, the relay amplification
matrix, and receiver coefficients are alternatively optimized, while the rest of the two design
parameters are fixed. Note that the non-robust optimization framework developed in our previous
work in [15] is divided into two subproblems by deriving the closed-form solution for the
receiver coefficients. However, the closed-form expression of the receiver coefficients cannot be
derived in the robust case with the channel uncertainties, which leads to the formulations of
three subproblems in the robust approach. Through formulating these subproblems into convex
optimization framework, an iterative algorithm is developed based on the worst-case MSE of
each user. In addition, the proposed robust approach yields a sub-optimal solution by satisfying
the required QoS at each user regardless of the channel uncertainties.
In order to incorporate channel uncertainties in the optimization framework, the following
lemma is required.
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Lemma 1: The constraints
"
(e)
k  k; kkk2  k; (16)
can be formulated into the following constraints as24Dk   kCHk Ck  kBHk
 kBk kI
35  0; k  0; (17)
where we have
Bk =

0NR1 FA
H
k 0NR1

;
Ck =
 1 0H1(K+NR+1) ; (18)
Dk=
26664
k
h
~hHk FA
H
k kak
i
 eHk240@AkFH~hk
kak
1A35 ek I
37775 ; (19)
Dk 2 C(K+NR+2)(K+NR+2) and
Ak =
24 ak ~WHHH0
akI
35
(K+NR)1
: (20)
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. 
C. Robust Beamforming Design at Base Station
Here, we present a convex optimization framework to design beamformers at the base station
for fixed relay amplification matrix and receiver coefficients. For a fixed relay amplification ma-
trix F, the beamforming design to satisfy the target MSEs can be formulated by incorporating the
uncertainties in the channels and dropping the constant term 2FFH from the total transmission
power in (8) as follows:
min
~W
KX
i=1
(HH0 FHFH0 + I)1=2 ~wi22 ;
s.t. "(e)k  k; k = 1;    ; K;
kkk2  k; k = 1;    ; K:
(21)
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This optimization problem cannot be directly solved using convex optimization techniques.
Hence, we reformulate this problem into a convex optimization framework by exploiting Ne-
mirovski Lemma [25], [26].
Lemma 2: The original problem in (21) can be formulated into the following convex problem:
min
t1; ;tK ; ~W
KX
i=1
ti;
s.t.
24 PKi=1 ti
[kA~w1k2kA~w2k2    kA~wKk2]T
35 K 0;
24Di   iCHi Ci  iBHi
 iBi iI
35  0; i = 1;    ; K;
ti  0; i = 1;    ; K;
i  0; i = 1;    ; K;
(22)
where
A =

HH0 F
HFH0 + I
1=2
: (23)
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. 
The first and the second constraints in (22) represent the second order cone and semidefinite
constraints, respectively, which define the convex sets in terms of optimization variables. Hence,
the problem in (22) is convex.
The optimal beamformers obtained by solving the problem in (22) ensure that the target MSEs
of all users are satisfied regardless of the channel uncertainties. This has been proved later by
evaluating the achievable worst-case MSEs of all users for a given set of beamformers, relay
amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients.
D. Robust Relay Matrix Design
The robust relay matrix design with fixed beamformers and receiver coefficients can be
formulated by only considering the terms related to relay amplification matrix from the total
12
power in (8) as
min
F
TrfFA0FHg;
s.t. 1  2<(ak(hk +k)HFH0 ~wk) + jakj2(hk +k)HFA0FH(hk +k)
+ jakj22k  k; k = 1;    ; K:
kkk2  k; k = 1;    ; K;
(24)
where
A0 =
h
H0 ~W ~W
HHH0 + 
2I
i
: (25)
The above problem can be formulated into a convex optimization framework by incorporating
channel uncertainties.
Lemma 3: The original problem in (24) can be formulated into the following semidefinite
programming framework through Nemirovski Lemma as follows:
min
F
Tr

FA0F
H

;
s.t.
24 Di   iCHi Ci  iBHi
 iBi iI
35  0; i = 1;    ; K;
i  0; i = 1;    ; K;
(26)
where Di; Ci and Bi are defined in (18) and (19).
Proof : Please refer to Appendix C. 
The problem in (26) is convex and the robust relay amplification matrix can be obtained for
a given set of beamformers and receiver coefficients.
E. Robust Receiver Coefficients Design
Here, we provide the problem formulation to obtain the optimal receiver coefficients for a
given set of beamformers and relay amplification matrix. These robust receiver coefficients can
be formulated into a convex optimization framework as in the robust beamformer and relay
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amplification matrix designs in (22) and (26).
min
t0;a
t0;
s.t.
24 Di   iCHi Ci  iBHi
 iBi iI
35  0; i = 1;    ; K;
t0  0; i  0; i = 1;    ; K;
(27)
Solving the above optimization problem, we see that the optimal receiver coefficients can be
obtained for a fixed set of beamformers and relay amplification matrix.
An iterative algorithm is developed in Algorithm I by alternatively optimizing the beamform-
ers, relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients. This algorithm ensures that the target
MSEs of all users are satisfied for all possible set of errors defined by error bounds. However,
the proposed algorithm yields a suboptimal solution due to the formulations of the subproblems
which do not jointly solve the design parameters of the original problem in (15).
F. Convergence Analysis
Here, we analyze the convergence of the proposed robust sum-power minimization algorithm.
The convergence of the proposed algorithm can be proved by analyzing the solution of each
subproblem as follows. As mentioned earlier, the original problem in (15) is divided into three
subproblems, where each design parameter is optimized while the other two are fixed.
Lemma 4: Assume that the problem in (22) is feasible for a given set of relay amplification
matrix and receiver coefficients. Then, the proposed robust sum-power minimization algorithm
will converge to a solution.
Proof : At the nth iteration, let p(n)0 , ~W
(n), F(n), and a(n) be the total transmission power,
beamformers from (22), relay amplification matrix from (26), and receiver coefficients from (27),
respectively. The robust beamforming design in (22) will be feasible at the (n + 1)th iteration
for the given F(n) and a(n), since the beamformers obtained at the nth iteration (i.e., ~W(n)) is a
feasible solution for the problem (22) at the (n + 1)th iteration. At the (n + 1)th iteration, the
problems in (26) and (27) are feasible with the similar argument. In addition, the transmission
power at the (n + 1)th iteration will be less than or equal to that from the nth iteration (i.e.,
p
(n+1)
0  p(n)0 ). Therefore, the proposed algorithm will result in a monotonically decreasing
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total transmission power with the iterations as observed in Figs. 2 and 3. On the other hand, the
transmission power required to achieve a set of MSEs at each user is obviously lower bounded by
a certain value. Hence, the proposed algorithm will converge to a certain amount of transmission
power. This completes the proof of the convergence of the proposed algorithm. 
G. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of the proposed algorithm is analyzed by evaluating computational complexity
of each subproblem based on the complexity of the interior point methods [26]. This complexity
can be defined by quantifying the required arithmetic operations in the worst-case at each iteration
and the required number of iterations to achieve the solutions with certain accuracy.
The original robust sum-power minimization problem is divided into three subproblems,
namely, beamformer, relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients designs. The beam-
former design at the base station is formulated into a convex problem with the second order
cone and semidefinite constraints. In addition, this problem consists of KNT +2K variables and
K semidefinite, as well as a second order cone constraints. In general, interior point method will
require O[pKNT log(1 )] iterations to converge with  solution accuracy at the termination of
the algorithm. Each iteration requires at most O[(KNT )3 +K2NT ] arithmetic operations in the
worst-case [16], [26]. Similarly, the robust relay matrix design problem consists of N2R variables
with K semidefinite constraints. Therefore, interior point method will require O[pNR log(1 )]
iterations with  solution accuracy and at most O[N3R + KN2R] arithmetic operations in the
worst-case. The robust receiver coefficients design will require O[pK log(1

)] iterations and
O[K3+K2] arithmetic operations in the worst-case. However, the actual complexity will be far
less than this worst-case bound. Similarly, the complexity of the other two subproblems can be
defined by evaluating the associated arithmetic operations and the number of iterations.
H. Worst-Case MSE Calculation
In this subsection, we formulate an optimization framework to evaluate the worst-case MSE
for a given set of beamformers, relay amplification matrix, and receiver filter coefficients. This
worst-case MSE of each user should satisfy the target MSE. In addition, this will ensure that
the achievable MSE for all possible channel errors will satisfy the target MSEs of all users. The
15
Mk ,
"
^kI  a^kGa^k; a^kF^H0u^k   a^kGH~hka^k
a^ku^
H
k H
H
0 F^
H   a^k~hHk Ga^k;  kk   1 + 2<

a^k~h
H
k F^H^0u^k

  ak~hHk Ga^k + tk   2kja^kj2
#
;
(31)
where
G ,
h
F^H0U^U^
HHH0 F^
H + 2F^F^H
i
; (32)
and U^; F^; u^k, and a^k denote the solutions of ~W;F; ~wk, and ak obtained from the proposed
algorithm, respectively.
worst-case MSE of the kth user can be written as
"
(w)
k = max
hk2Bk
"k; (28)
where "(w)k represents the worst-case MSE of the kth user and
Bk =
n
hkjkhk   ~hkk  k
o
: (29)
Lemma 5: The worst-case MSE evaluation of the kth user can be formulated into the following
semidefinite programming:
"
(w)
k , mintk;k tk;
s.t. Mk  0;
tk  0; k  0;
(30)
where Mk is defined in (31) at the top of the next page.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. 
By evaluating the achievable worst-case MSE for a given set of design parameters, the
robustness of the algorithm is validated for all possible set of channel errors.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to verify the proposed robust algorithm, let us consider a multiantenna relay network,
where a base station equipped with multiple antennas communicates with its users through a
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multiantenna relay. Both the base station and the relay use five antennas. There are three users,
and each user is equipped with a single antenna. The channel coefficients between the base
station and the relay as well as those between the relay and the users are assumed to be known
at the relay, and they have been generated using zero-mean circularly symmetric independent
and identically distributed complex Gaussian random variables. However, the channel coefficients
between the multiantenna relay and the single antenna users have the uncertainties, which are
norm bounded by predefined thresholds. In addition, these bounds are available at the relay where
the optimization is implemented. The noise power at the user terminals and noise covariance at
the relay are assumed to be 0.075 and 0.075I, respectively.
First, we study the convergence behavior of the algorithm through simulation results for
different sets of channels. In order to evaluate the convergence of the proposed robust sum-
power minimization algorithm, the MSE threshold of each user has been set to 0.15. Here, the
relay amplification matrix and receiver coefficients are initialized with an identity matrix and
ones, respectively. Fig. 2 presents the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm for
different sets of channels with the error bound of 0.05, whereas Fig. 3 depicts the convergence
behavior of the algorithm for an error bound of 0.1. In addition, the required transmission power
with perfect CSI scenario is also presented in Figs. 2 and 3. As observed in Figs. 2 and 3,
these results confirm the convergence of the proposed algorithm as discussed in the convergence
analysis. On the other hand, the robust scheme requires more transmission power than that of
the perfect CSI scenarios to ensure the robustness against the channel uncertainties.
Next, we evaluate the robustness of the proposed algorithm in terms of achieved MSEs of each
user. In order to validate the robustness of the algorithm, a random set of channel errors has been
generated with error bounds of 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. Table I presents the achieved MSEs of
the users for a random set of channels for the robust and the non-robust schemes with an error
bound of 0.1 (i.e., k = 0:1;8k), whereas Table II provides the achieved MSEs of the users for
another set of channels for the robust and the non-robust schemes with an error bound of 0.05
(i.e., k = 0:05; 8k). In order to show the robustness of the algorithm, we compare the achieved
MSEs of the users with the non-robust scheme proposed in [15] for the same set of channels. As
validated by these achieved MSEs of all users with the robust and the non-robust schemes, the
proposed robust scheme outperforms the non-robust scheme in terms of achieved MSEs with the
error bounds of 0.1 and 0.05. In addition, these results ensure that the proposed robust scheme
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always satisfies the target MSEs regardless of the errors associated with the channels.
To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed scheme, we evaluate the average total trans-
mission power against different channel error bounds k over 1000 random channel realizations,
where the MSE threshold for each user has been set to 0.15. Fig. 4 depicts the required average
total transmission power for the proposed robust scheme and the perfect CSI scenario with
different error bounds. As seen in Fig. 4, the average total transmission power for the robust
scheme increases with error bounds to achieve a predefined MSE threshold as it incorporates all
possible set of errors in the design.
In order to validate that the proposed scheme satisfies the target MSEs of all users using (30)
for all set of errors within the set of defined error bounds, we evaluate the achievable worst-case
MSEs of all users for the beamformers, relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients
obtained from the proposed robust algorithm. The achieved average worst-case MSEs were
evaluated over 1000 random channel realization. Fig. 5 depicts the average worst-case MSEs for
the proposed robust, non-robust and perfect CSI schemes. As seen in Fig. 5, the achieved worst-
case MSEs for the robust scheme were below 0.15 with all possible sets of errors, whereas the
predefined MSE thresholds in non-robust scheme were not satisfied all the times. These achieved
worst-case MSEs confirm that the proposed robust scheme satisfies the target MSEs regardless
of the errors associated with the channels and validate the effectiveness of the proposed robust
algorithm on the channel uncertainties between the relay and the users.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a robust MMSE based beamforming scheme for an AF based
multiantenna relay network. The original problem was not convex in terms of beamformers,
relay amplification matrix, and receiver coefficients. To tackle this issue, we divided the original
problem into subproblems and formulated these subproblems into a convex optimization frame-
work by incorporating channel uncertainties between relay and users. For these subproblems,
we developed an iterative algorithm to obtain a robust solution for the sum-power minimization
problem based on alternative optimization framework and the worst-case MSEs of all users. In
addition, we presented the convergence and complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm. In
order to show the robustness of the proposed algorithm, we evaluated the achievable worst-case
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MSEs of the users for a given set of beamformers, relay amplification matrix, and receiver coef-
ficients. Simulation results validated the performance of the proposed algorithm. In addition, it is
confirmed that the proposed scheme outperforms the non-robust scheme in terms of achievable
MSEs, regardless of the errors associated with the channels between the relay and users.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Taking into account the corresponding channel error, we can write the MSE of the kth user
as
"k = 1  2<(akhHk FH0 ~wk) + akhHk F(H0 ~W ~WHHH0 + 2I)FHhkak + akak2k
= jak ~wHk HH0 FHhk   1j2 +
ak ~WH kHH0 FHhk2
2
+ 2
akFHhk22 + 2kjakj2
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ak ~W
HHH0 F
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akF
Hhk
kak
37775  ek

2
2
=

24 Akhk
kak
35  ek

2
2
= kkk22 ;
(A.1)
where ek and Ak are defined respectively as
ek =
"
(k 1) zerosz }| {
0    0 1
(K+NR+1 k) zerosz }| {
0    0
#T
; (A.2)
and
Ak =
24 ak ~WHH0 FH
akF
H
35 : (A.3)
In addition, ~W k is the matrix ~Wk without the column ~wk. The MSE constraint of the kth user
can be written into a semidefinite constraint as
"k = kkk22  k =)
24 k Hk
k I
35  0: (A.4)
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The above semidefinite constraint can be written in terms of channel uncertainties as24 k ~Hk + &k
~k + &k I
35  0 (A.5)
=)
24 k ~Hk
~k I
35 
24 0  &Hk
 &k 0
35 ; (A.6)
where we have
~k =
24 Ak~hk
akk
35  ek and &k =
24 Akk
0
35 ; (A.7)
and the vectors ~hk and k represent the estimated channel of the kth user and the multiantenna
relay, as well as the error of the channel, respectively. In the optimization framework, the robust
beamformer designs should incorporate the following constraints to provide the required target
MSEs, or 24 k ~Hk
~k I
35 
24 0  &Hk
 &k 0
35 ;
kkk2  ;
(A.8)
where the channel uncertainties (i.e., k, k = 1;    ; K) are norm-bounded. The right hand side
of the first constraint in (A.8) can be written as
24 0  &Hk
 &k 0
35 =
26664
0

Hk FA
H
k 0
24 AkFHk
0
35 0
37775
=
26664
0H
AkF
H
0H
37775k h  1 0H i+
24  1
0
35Hk h 0 FAHk 0 i :
(A.9)
In order to incorporate the channel uncertainties in the robust optimization framework, let us
consider the following lemma.
Lemma 7 (Nemirovski lemma) [27]: For a given set of matrices A = AH and B; C, the
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following linear matrix inequality is satisfied,
A BHXC CHXHB  0;
kXk  ;
(A.10)
if and only if there exist non-negative real numbers  such that24 A  CHC  BH
 B I
35  0; (A.11)
The both constraints in (A.8) can be written as
24 k ~Hk
~k I
35 
26664
0H
AkF
H
0H
37775k h  1 0H i+
24  1
0
35Hk h 0 FAHk 0 i ;
kkk2  :
(A.12)
Exploiting the Nemirovski Lemma, we have that the channel uncertainties can be incorporated
in the following semidefinite constraint:24 Dk   kCHk Ck  kBHk
 kBk kI
35  0; (A.13)
where Bk =

0NR1 FA
H
k 0NR1

, Ck =
h
 1 0H1(K+NR+1)
i
,
Dk=
26664
k
h
~hHk FA
H
k kak
i
 eHk240@AkFH~hk
kak
1A35 ek I
37775 ; (A.14)
and
Ak =
24 ak ~WHHH0
akI
35
(K+NR)1
(A.15)
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Using slack variables, we can express the robust beamformer design in (21) as
min
~W
KX
i=1
ti; (B.1)
s.t.
(HH0 FHFH0 + I)1=2 ~wk22  tk; k = 1;    ; K;
"
(e)
k  k; k = 1;    ; K; tk  0; k = 1;    ; K;
kkk2  k; k = 1;    ; K:
The first set of constraints in (B.1) can be written into the second order cone constraint as[kA~w1k2 kA~w2k2    kA~wKk2]T
2

KX
i=1
ti
=)
24 PKi=1 ti
[kA~w1k2kA~w2k2    kA~wKk2]T
35 K 0:
(B.2)
Based on Lemma 1, the rest of the two constraints in (B.1) can be written as24Dk   kCHk Ck  kBHk
 kBk kI
35  0;
k  0;
(B.3)
where Dk;Ck, and Bk are defined in (18) and (19). Hence, the robust beamforming design can
be formulated into a convex optimization framework as in (22). 
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APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
The original robust relay design in (24) can be formulated into the following constrained
quadratic programming (QCQP) problem [15]:
min
f ;
;
s.t. fHBf  ;
1  2<(gTk f) + fHDkf + jakj22k  k; k = 1; 2; : : : ; K;
  0;
(C.1)
where we have
f = Vec(F);
B =

R1=2r 
 I
T 
RT=2r 
 I

;
Rr = H0 ~W ~W
HHH0 + 
2I;
Dk =

R1=2r 
 akhTk
T 
RT=2r 
 akhHk

;
gk = Vec
 
akh

k ~w
T
kH
T
0

:
(C.2)
The following matrix identities are used in formulating the QCQP in (C.1):
Vec(AXB) = (BT 
A)Vec(X);
Tr(ATB) = Vec(A)TVec(B):
(C.3)
However, the channel uncertainties cannot be incorporated directly into the design defined in
(C.1). Hence, we formulate the robust relay amplification matrix design by exploiting Nemirovski
Lemma as
min
F
Tr

FA0F
H

;
s.t.
24 Di   iCHi Ci  iBHi
 iBi iI
35  0; i = 1;    ; K;
i  0; i = 1;    ; K;
(C.4)
where Di; Ci, and Bi are defined in (18) and (19). This formulation is similar to that of the
robust beamforming design in (22). 
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APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
Here, we provide a problem formulation to calculate achievable worst-case MSE of the kth
user. The MSE of the kth user with the solutions obtained from the proposed algorithm by
incorporating the channel estimation errors can be written as
"k = 1  2<(a^kh^Hk F^H0u^k)+a^kh^Hk G^h^ka^k+a^ka^k2k; (D.1)
where
G^ = F^H0U^U^
HHH0 F^
H + 2F^F^H ; (D.2)
h^k = hk +k and U^; F^; u^k as well as a^k denote the solutions ~W;F; ~wk and ak obtained from
the proposed algorithm, respectively. The worst-case MSE calculation can be formulated as
"
(w)
k = max
hk2Bk
"k; (D.3)
where "(w)k denotes the worst-case MSE of the kth user. This problem can be cast into the
following optimization problem:
min
tk
tk;
s.t. 1  2<(a^k(hk+k)HF^H0u^k) + a^k(hk+k)HG^(hk+k)a^k + a^ka^k2k  tk;
tk  0; kkk22  2k:
(D.4)
In order to incorporate the channel uncertainties in the worst-case MSE calculation framework,
we consider the following lemma:
Lemma 8 (S-Procedure) [28]: Let f1(x) = xHA1x+ 2<

bH1 x
	
+ c1 and f2(x) = xHA2x+
2<bH2 x	 + c2 be two quadratic functions of x, where A1 = AH1 2 Cnn and A2 = AH2 2
Cnn,bk 2 Cn and ck 2 R. There exists a ~x satisfying f1 (~x) > 0. Then
f1(x)  0 =) f2(x)  0 (D.5)
holds true if only if there exists a   0 such that24 A2 b2
bH2 c2
35  
24 A1 b1
bH1 c1
35  0: (D.6)
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By exploiting the S-Procedure, the constraints in (D.4) can be written in terms of channel
estimation error as
1  2<(a^khHk F^H0u^k)  2<
n
a^ku^
H
k H
H
0 F^
Hk
o
  2<
n^
aka^

k
~hHk G^k
o
+a^kh
H
k G^hka^k+a^

k
H
k G^ka^k + a^ka^

k
2
k  tk;
Hk k  2k:
(D.7)
Both of these constraints can be formulated into a semidefinite constraint using S-Procedure as
Mk  0; k  0; (D.8)
where Mk is defined in (31). Hence, the worst-case MSE calculation can be formulated into the
following optimization problem:
"
(w)
k , mintk;k tk;
s.t. Mk  0;
tk  0; k  0:
(D.9)
This completes the formulation of the worst-case MSE calculation for a given set of beamformers,
relay amplification matrix, and receiver filter coefficients. 
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Fig. 1. A multiantenna relay network with multiple users.
Algorithm I: Robust sum-power minimization algorithm.
1) Initialize: F = F0 and a = a0.
2) Repeat
a) Solve the problem in (22) for a fixed relay amplification matrix F, and receiver coefficients a. Obtain
optimal beamformers ~W.
b) Solve the problem in (26) for a fixed set of beamformers ~W and receiver coefficients a. Obtain the
optimal relay amplification matrix F using (26).
c) Solve the problem in (27) for a fixed set of beamformers ~W and relay amplification matrix F. Obtain
the optimal receiver coefficients a using (27).
3) Until the required accuracy is met.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ACHIEVED MSES OF ALL USERS FOR THE ROBUST AND THE NON-ROBUST SCHEMES FOR DIFFERENT
CHANNELS WITH AN ERROR BOUND OF 0.1 (k = 0:1, 8k).
Robust Scheme Non-Robust Scheme
Channels
Achieved
MSE of
User 1
Achieved
MSE of
User 2
Achieved
MSE of
User 3
Achieved
MSE of
User 1
Achieved
MSE of
User 2
Achieved
MSE of
User 3
Channel 1 0.1398 0.1397 0.1437 0.1617 0.1527 0.1573
Channel 2 0.1350 0.1390 0.1342 0.1613 0.1564 0.1607
Channel 3 0.1296 0.1319 0.1331 0.1618 0.1440 0.1563
Channel 4 0.1381 0.1356 0.1305 0.1452 0.1614 0.1558
Channel 5 0.1324 0.1370 0.1422 0.1609 0.1579 0.1626
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Fig. 2. The convergence of the proposed robust sum-power minimization algorithm for different sets of channels with an error
bound of 0.1. The dotted and solid lines denote the perfect CSI scenario and the robust scheme for different sets of channels.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ACHIEVED MSES OF ALL USERS FOR THE ROBUST AND THE NON-ROBUST SCHEMES FOR DIFFERENT
CHANNELS WITH AN ERROR BOUND OF 0.05 (k = 0:05, 8k).
Robust Scheme Non-Robust Scheme
Channels
Achieved
MSE of
User 1
Achieved
MSE of
User 2
Achieved
MSE of
User 3
Achieved
MSE of
User 1
Achieved
MSE of
User 2
Achieved
MSE of
User 3
Channel 6 0.1453 0.1439 0.1438 0.1528 0.1506 0.1529
Channel 7 0.1402 0.1426 0.1415 0.1522 0.1540 0.1557
Channel 8 0.1453 0.1436 0.1444 0.1540 0.1522 0.1506
Channel 9 0.1392 0.1395 0.1392 0.1533 0.1506 0.1535
Channel 10 0.1432 0.1383 0.1458 0.1530 0.1494 0.1521
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Fig. 3. The convergence of the proposed robust sum-power minimization algorithm for different sets of channels with an error
bound of 0.05. The dotted and solid lines denote the perfect CSI scenario and the robust scheme for different sets of channels.
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Fig. 4. The required average total transmission power for the proposed robust scheme and the perfect CSI scenario against
different error bounds. The MSE threshold at each user is set to 0.15.
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Fig. 5. The achieved average worst-MSEs between different users for the proposed robust scheme, non-robust scheme and the
perfect CSI scenario against different error bounds. The MSE threshold at each user is set to 0.15.
